
BILLING
Automatic meter reading and feedback Reduce time spent 

obtaining information to bill 

Improve the quality of billing data

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
Diagnose before sending a technician

Send the technician with the right part

Limit and optimize the technician’s movements

CONSUMABLES
Automate delivery triggering

Reduce customer cartridge inventories (CPP contracts)

Limit early cartridge replacement

SALES
Statistics & customized reports

Develop sales opportunities

Identify necessary changes within the fleet

Detect business opportunities

A centralized fleet management solution for multi-
brand office printing and copying hardware. From a 
single interface, you can access MFP device information 
regardless of the number of sites, the number of 
customers, or the number of machines. KPAX optimizes 
the management of your MPS program to reduce the 
fleet’s operating costs, improve service quality and 
develop new revenue opportunities.

     reinvents the 
management of printer  
and multifunctional copiers 

650K
More than

devices managed

When you apply a profile to one or more devices, 
then the Koins are consumed and recorded in the 
current month. The features are activated for a 
period of 30 days and are automatically renewed 
without any action on your part. Of course, you 
can mix several profiles in the same space!

Customize your plan  
based on your needs.

Ignore/unmanaged » profile (default) 0

Managed/mps » profile  
(meters + consumables + technique)

Monitor the competition » profile (meters)

Deliver only consumables » profile  
(consumables)

Read only the meters » profile (meters)

To enable features on a device, create or use default profiles:

KPAX KOINS
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Liberty allows you to simplify the 
implementation and maintenance 
of agents in poorly adapted 
client environments. The Liberty 
stand-alone box reduces the time 
technicians spend managing 
collection agents.

LIBERTY SIMPLIFIES 
DATA COLLECTION

KPAX Liberty is installed on the 
customer’s network
Only one Liberty per client network is required, 
regardless of the number of devices to be 
managed.

PoE - Power over Ethernet available
(Network must support PoE)
• No Power adapter needed
• Data + Power in one cable
• Good for environments that support PoE and 

don’t want to use up an electrical outlet. 

Low power supply 
consumption

Ethernet switch 
100Mbit/s

Integrated 
WIFI chip

RJ45 
connectivity

SOFTWARE DATA COLLECTOR
Is installed on a Windows environment (preferably server or 
user workstation) with connectivity to the printing systems 
and it runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, in a closed session.

WEB ACCESS PORTAL
Liberty allows you to simplify the implementation 
and maintenance of agents in poorly adapted client 
environments (no server, no workstation control, low IT 
competence, Mac environment...).

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION
KPAX is the most versatile fl eet management solution on the 
market today. It was created “by design” to integrate with 
today’s popular third-party software applications.

KPAX WIKI
A community database of printers and MFD references 
linked to our online servers. It Allows us to globally 
enhance our solution with a better understanding of printer 
compatibilities.


